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THE HEALING SELF
A Revolutionary New Plan to Supercharge Your Immunity and Stay Well for Life
by DEEPAK CHOPRA, M.D., and RUDOLPH E. TANZI, Ph.D.

In The Healing Self, Drs. Chopra and Tanzi not only push the boundaries of the intellect to bring students the newest research and insights on the mind-body, mind-gene, and mind-immunity connections, but they also offer a cutting-edge, seven-day action plan, which outlines the key tools everyone needs to develop their own effective and personalized path to self-healing. In addition, The Healing Self closely examines how chronic stress and inflammation, which are immersing as the primary detriments of well-being, can best be managed.

Harmony • Hardcover • 978-0-451-49552-5 • 304 pages
$26.00/$35.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $13.00
e-Book: 978-0-451-49553-2

ESSENTIAL OILS
All-Natural Remedies and Recipes for Your Mind, Body and Home
by SUSAN CURTIS and KEVIN KUNZ

From the experts at Neal’s Yard Remedies, this instructional reference guide to essential oils and aromatherapy features comprehensive profiles of 88 essential oils, full-color photographs, and helpful guidance for using, blending, and storing.

DK Publishing • Paperback • 978-1-4654-5437-9 • 256 pages
$19.95/$25.95 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00

CURE
A Journey into the Science of Mind Over Body
by JO MARCHANT

Award-winning science writer Jo Marchant explores the new science behind the potential of the mind’s ability to heal the body, while acknowledging its limitations.

“Fascinating and thought-provoking…. Cure is a much-needed counter to a reductionist medical culture that ignores anything that doesn’t show up in a scan…. [It] should be compulsory reading for all young doctors.”—New Scientist

Broadway Books • Paperback • 978-0-385-34817-1 • 320 pages
$16.00/$22.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-0-385-34816-4

THE OTHER SIDE OF IMPOSSIBLE
Ordinary People Who Faced Daunting Medical Challenges and Refused to Give Up
by SUSANNAH MEADOWS

Susannah Meadows tells the real-life stories of seven families faced with difficult health conditions and how they persisted when traditional medicine alone wasn’t enough. Their adventures take us to the outer frontiers of medical science and cutting-edge complementary therapies, as Meadows explores research into the mind’s potential to heal the body, the possible role food may play in reversing disease—and more.

“[Meadows] has compiled compelling stories about people who faced and ultimately surmounted daunting medical challenges…. Their stories left me in awe of their persistence against formidable odds.”—The New York Times

Random House • Paperback • 978-0-8129-9648-7 • 320 pages
$17.00/$23.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-0-8129-8645-7
THE CONCISE BOOK OF MUSCLES
Third Edition
by CHRIS JARMEY and JOHN SHARKEY

Updated with the latest human anatomy and biomechanics research, the third edition of this authoritative, bestselling book offers an introduction to emerging explanations of new models of living motion and human architecture. Detailed, full-color anatomical drawings and succinct text identify all the major muscles, showing the origin, insertion, action, and innervation of each muscle.

North Atlantic Books • Paperback • 978-1-623-17020-2 • 244 pages
$32.95/$41.95 Can. • Exam Copy: $16.50
e-Book: 978-1-62317-021-9

THE POCKET ATLAS OF HUMAN ANATOMY
A Reference for Students of Physical Therapy, Medicine, Sports, and Bodywork
by CHRIS JARMEY

This concise, pocket-sized guide is a handy, comprehensive reference for students and practitioners of anatomy, massage, physical therapy, chiropractics, medicine, and physiotherapy—or for anyone who would like a quick and well-organized manual of human anatomy.

North Atlantic Books • Paperback • 978-1-623-17252-7 • 272 pages
$16.95/$22.99 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-1-62317-253-4

THE STORY OF THE HUMAN BODY
Evolution, Health, and Disease
by DANIEL E. LIEBERMAN

This account of how humans evolved over millions of years illuminates the major transformations that contributed to key adaptations to the body. Daniel E. Lieberman shows how the increasing disparity between the adaptations in our Stone Age bodies and advancements in the modern world is occasioning a paradox: greater longevity, but increased chronic disease.

“Fascinating…A readable introduction to the whole field and great on the making of our physicality.”—NATURE

Vintage • Paperback • 978-0-307-74180-6 • 480 pages
$17.00/$23.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-0-307-90741-7

THE COMPLETE HUMAN BODY
2nd Edition
The Definitive Visual Guide
by DR. ALICE ROBERTS

The Complete Human Body, 2nd Edition explores the body’s forms and functions, from muscle structure and activity to motor pathways within the brain. Illustrated by computer-generated artworks and the latest medical and microscopic imaging, this updated, comprehensive reference shows anatomical structures and bodily processes in detail.

DK Publishing • Hardcover • 978-1-4654-4918-4 • 528 pages
$50.00/$60.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $25.00
To order examination copies online, go to tiny.cc/PRHDeskandExam

FIGHTING FOR LIFE
by S. JOSEPHINE BAKER
Introduction by HELEN EPSTEIN

Disease ran rampant in New York’s densely populated Lower East Side in the 1890s, but by 1911 The New York Times hailed the city as the healthiest on earth. In this highly personal autobiography, public health crusader Dr. S. Josephine Baker explains how this transformation was achieved.

“Baker was the first director of a children’s public health agency, and the first woman to get a doctorate in public health. She tangled repeatedly with Typhoid Mary. More important, her ideas saved thousands of lives and permanently changed the focus and mission of public health. Her just-reissued 1939 autobiography proves to be one of those magical books that reaches effortlessly through time, as engaging and as thought-provoking as if it were written now.” —THE NEW YORK TIMES

NYRB Classics • Paperback • 978-1-590-17706-8 • 304 pages
$16.95/$19.95 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-1-59017-707-5

A SURGEON IN THE VILLAGE
An American Doctor Teaches Brain Surgery in Africa
by TONY BARTELME

Dr. Dilan Ellegala arrives in Tanzania, shocked to find the entire country has just three brain surgeons for its population of 42 million. Dilan realizes that there are far too many neurosurgery patients for one person to save. He decides to teach Emmanuel Mayegga and, over six months, Mayegga learns how to remove tumors and treat hydrocephalus. More importantly, Dilan teaches Mayegga how to pass on his newfound skills. This is the incredible account of one man’s push to “train-forward”—to change our approach to aid and medical training before more lives are needlessly lost.

“A lyrical, inspirational and altogether rewarding account of first- and third-world surgeons working together to perform neurosurgery miracles in the heart of Africa.”
—Tom Brokaw, author of THE GREATEST GENERATION

Beacon Press • Paperback • 978-0-807-00586-6 • 288 pages
$18.00 • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-0-8070-4492-6

HEIMLICH’S MANEUVERS
My Seventy Years of Lifesaving Innovation
by HENRY J. HEIMLICH, M.D.

Interweaving Dr. Henry Heimlich’s personal life with stories of his medical breakthroughs, this memoir provides insights into the workings of a creative mind and the machinations of the American medical system.

“I recommend that every medical student, every doctor, and everyone who needs to see the potential of the human spirit read this wonderful book and take its lessons to heart.”
—Neal Barnard, M.D., founder and president of the Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine

“(Heimlich’s) ability to find innovative and surprisingly simple solutions to seemingly insurmountable problems has saved countless lives.”
—Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine 2010 Award for Innovative Medicine

Prometheus • Paperback • 978-1-616-14849-2 • 253 pages
$19.95/$21.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-1-61614-850-8

To order examination copies online, go to tiny.cc/PRHDeskandExam
CROSSINGS
A Doctor-Soldier’s Story
by JON KERSTETTER

Every juncture in Jon Kerstetter’s life has been marked by a crossing from one world into another: from civilian to doctor to soldier; between healing and waging war; and between compassion and hatred of the enemy. When an injury led to a stroke that ended his careers as a doctor and a soldier, he faced the most difficult crossing of all, a recovery that proved as shattering as war itself.

“The author’s emergence as a military doctor makes for interesting reading . . . but what is of greatest value in this narrative is Kerstetter’s ongoing, twofold recovery from a stroke on one hand and PTSD on the other . . . The author’s medical perspective on his own condition and critical therapeutic moments adds depth to an already solid story. An inspiring memoir.”

—KIRKUS REVIEWS

Crown • Hardcover • 978-1-101-90437-4 • 352 pages
$27.00/$36.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $13.50
e-Book: 978-1-101-90438-1

MOUNTAINS BEYOND MOUNTAINS
The Quest of Dr. Paul Farmer, a Man Who Would Cure the World
by TRACY KIDDER

Mountains Beyond Mountains takes us from Harvard to Haiti, Peru, Cuba, and Russia as Dr. Paul Farmer changes minds and practices through his dedication to the philosophy that “the only real nation is humanity”—a philosophy that is embodied in the small public charity he founded, Partners in Health.

“In this excellent work, Pulitzer Prize winner Kidder immerses himself in and beautifully explores the rich drama that exists in the life of Dr. Paul Farmer . . . Throughout, Kidder captures the almost saintly effect Farmer has on those whom he treats.”

—PUBLISHERS WEEKLY

“Stunning. Mountains Beyond Mountains will move you, restore your faith in the ability of one person to make a difference in these increasingly maddening, dispiriting times.”

—SAN DIEGO UNION-TRIBUNE

Random House • Paperback • 978-0-8129-7301-3 • 352 pages
$17.00/$23.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-1-58836-334-3
Teacher’s Guide Available

THE REAL DOCTOR WILL SEE YOU SHORTLY
A Physician’s First Year
by MATT McCARTHY

This candid memoir about the author’s intern year at a New York hospital provides a frank look at how doctors are made, taking readers into the critical-care unit to see one burgeoning physician’s journey from ineptitude to competence.

“McCarty gives readers a brutally honest, often darkly comical glimpse into the formative days of his medical career . . . an enthralling account of the metamorphosis of an uncertain medical resident into a skilled physician.”

—DISCOVER

Broadway Books • Trade Paperback • 978-0-8041-3867-3 • 336 pages
$16.00/$22.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-0-8041-3866-6

For additional books, visit PenguinRandomHouseEducation.com
Biography & Memoir

THE LANGUAGE OF KINDNESS
A Nurse’s Story
by CHRISTIE WATSON

Christie Watson spent twenty years as a nurse, and in this poignant book, she shares the secrets of a hospital. She takes readers down hospital corridors to visit the wards and meet her most unforgettable patients. Everyone will experience illness in their lifetime and will depend on the support and dignity that nurses offer; yet the women and men who form the vanguard of our health care remain unsung. Watson has written a book that reminds us of the urgency of compassion.

“There is so much love in this book that it makes the tears bearable. Christie Watson has written a beautiful and lyrical account of the true meaning of a nurse’s life.”
—AMANDA FOREMAN, AUTHOR OF A WORLD ON FIRE

“Moving, eloquent, funny, inspiring—an urgent book for our times.”
—SARAH BAKEWELL, AUTHOR OF AT THE EXISTENTIALIST CAFÉ

Tim Duggan Books • Hardcover • 978-1-5247-6163-9 • 336 pages
$27.00 • Exam Copy: $13.50
e-Book: 978-1-5247-6165-3

Cardiology

TICKER
The Quest to Create an Artificial Heart
by MIMI SWARTZ

In Ticker, Texas Monthly executive editor and National Magazine Award winner Mimi Swartz takes readers behind the scenes of perhaps the greatest medical and technological quest of our time, as she follows pioneering heart surgeon O. H. “Bud” Frazier and his partner, Dr. Billy Cohn, in Frazier’s lifelong effort to develop, perfect, and successfully implant an artificial heart in patients whose hearts are failing.

Crown • Hardcover • 978-0-8041-3800-0 • 320 pages
$27.00/$36.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $13.50
e-Book: 978-0-8041-3801-7

Forthcoming August 2018. To request an advance reader copy, email RHAcademic@PenguinRandomHouse.com

Death & Dying

WHEN BREATH BECOMES AIR
by PAUL KALANITHI
Foreword by ABRAHAM VERGHESE

A memoir by a young neurosurgeon faced with a terminal diagnosis that attempts to answer the questions: given that all organisms die, what makes a meaningful life? And, as a doctor, what does it mean to hold mortal—and moral—responsibility for another person’s identity?

“Rattling, heartbreaking, and ultimately beautiful, the too-young Dr. Kalanithi’s memoir is proof that the dying are the ones who have the most to teach us about life.”
—ATUL GAWARE

Random House • Hardcover • 978-0-8129-8840-6 • 256 pages
$25.00/$33.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $12.50
e-Book: 978-0-8129-8841-3

To order examination copies online, go to tiny.cc/PRHDeskandExam
THE GOOD DEATH
An Exploration of Dying in America
by ANN NEUMANN

Following the death of her father, journalist and hospice volunteer Ann Neumann sets out to examine what it means to die well in the United States and delivers intimate portraits of the nurses, patients, bishops, bioethicists, and activists who are shaping the way we die.

“A valuable discussion of the complex issues involved in end-of-life care.”
— Kirkus Reviews

“Readers seeking a refreshing examination of an ever-changing singular human experience will appreciate this concise and accessible volume that combines curiosity, modernity, and compassion.”
— Library Journal

Beacon Press • Paperback • 978-0-8070-7699-6 • 248 pages
$18.00/$24.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-0-8070-8063-4

LIVING AND DYING IN BRICK CITY
Stories from the Front Lines of an Inner-City E.R.
by SAMPSON DAVIS, M.D. with LISA FRAZIER PAGE

By the author of The Pact, a personal exploration of the healthcare crisis facing inner-city communities through the engaging narrative about the author’s experience as an emergency room physician in the poor urban neighborhood where he was raised.

“Sampson Davis’s personal story is powerful, and his experiences in the ER underscore the lack of effective health care in our underserved communities…. His is an important voice in the conversation on health care in this country.”
— Wes Moore, author of The Other Wes Moore

Spiegel & Grau • Paperback • 978-0-8129-8234-3 • 256 pages
$16.00/$19.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-0-679-60518-8
Teacher’s Guide Available

LIGHTS & SIRENS
The Education of a Paramedic
by KEVIN GRANGE

In this in-depth look at the trials paramedic students face, UCLA’s Daniel Freeman Paramedic Program graduate Kevin Grange describes the transformative experience of training at one of the most intense paramedic programs in the world.

“An insightful and tumultuous virtual journey that reveals the challenging rites of passage needed to become a paramedic.”
— Richard H. Carmona, 17th Surgeon General of the United States

“As fast-paced and thrilling as a ride along in a speeding ambulance.”
— Judy Melinek, M.D., co-author of Working Stiff: Two Years, 262 Bodies and The Making of a Medical Examiner

Berkley • Paperback • 978-0-425-27523-8 • 336 pages
$16.00/$19.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-0-698-16198-6

For additional books, visit PenguinRandomHouseEducation.com
Galileo’s Middle Finger
Heretics, Activists, and the Search for Justice in Science
by Alice Dreger
For two decades, historian Alice Dreger—as both a noted science historian and medical activist—has combined activist service to victims of unethical medical research with defense of scientists whose work has outraged identity politics activists. Dreger offers in Galileo’s Middle Finger a vision of the importance of rigorous truth seeking in today’s America, and the necessary intertwining of both truth and justice in our fragile democracy.

“Alice Dreger would win a prize for this year’s most gripping novel, except for one thing: her stories are true, and this isn’t a novel. Instead, it’s an exciting account of complicated good guys and bad guys, and the pursuit of justice.”

—Jared Diamond

“A brilliant exposé of people that want to kill scientific messengers who challenge cherished beliefs…. Deeply profound and downright captivating.”

—Elizabeth Loftus, University of California, Irvine

Penguin • Paperback • 978-0-14-310811-5 • 368 pages
$18.00/$24.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-0-698-15596-1

Five Days at Memorial
Life and Death in a Storm-Ravaged Hospital
by Sheri Fink
One of The New York Times’ Best Ten Books of the Year, Winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award for Nonfiction, Winner of the 2014 J. Anthony Lukas Book Prize, the PEN/John Kenneth Galbraith Award, the Los Angeles Times Book Prize, the Ridenhour Book Prize, the 2014 American Medical Writers Association Medical Book Award (Public/Healthcare Consumers), a 2014 Science in Society Journalism Award, and the SIBA 2014 Book Award for Nonfiction.

Five Days at Memorial is Pulitzer Prize winner Sheri Fink’s landmark investigation of patient deaths at a New Orleans hospital ravaged by Hurricane Katrina—and her suspenseful portrayal of the quest for truth and justice.

“Social reporting of the first rank.”

—New York Times

Broadway Books • Paperback • 978-0-307-71897-6 • 592 pages
$18.00/$24.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-0-307-71898-3
Teacher’s Guide Available

The Good Doctor
A Father, a Son, and the Evolution of Medical Ethics
by Barron H. Lerner
The story of two doctors, a father and son, who practiced in very different times and the evolution of the ethics that profoundly influence health care.

“A heartwarming story about a father-son doctor duo spanning a century, exquisitely showing the evolution of medical practice from antibiotics through bioethics.”

—Samuel Shem, M.D., Author of The House of God and The Spirit of the Place

Beacon Press • Paperback • 978-0-807-03504-7 • 240 pages
$20.00/$27.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $10.00
GENES, CELLS AND BRAINS
The Promethean Promises of the New Biology
by HILARY ROSE and STEVEN ROSE

Updated with a new afterword, Genes, Cells and Brains reveals the questionable enterprise that has grown out of bioethics. The authors, feminist sociologist Hilary Rose and neuroscientist Steven Rose, examine the establishment of biobanks, the rivalries between public and private gene sequencers, and the rise of stem cell research.

“A complex, compelling picture of the social and political challenges emerging around biotechnological investment, promise and hype.”
—MAUREEN MCNEIL, PROFESSOR AND ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, CESGEN: ESRC CENTRE FOR ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL ASPECTS OF GENOMICS

THE IMMORTAL LIFE OF HENRIETTA LACKS
by REBECCA SKLOOT

Henrietta Lacks, known by scientists as HeLa, was a poor Southern tobacco farmer, yet her cells—taken without her knowledge—became one of the most important tools in medicine, but had devastating effects on her family. Their story is inextricably connected to the history of experimentation on African Americans and the birth of bioethics.

“Thanks to Rebecca Skloot’s remarkable book, the Lacks case is likely to become a classic in the history of biomedical ethics…. Skloot is a science journalist but this book also evidences her skill as a historian…. The many questions raised by the existence and use of HeLa cells will generate hours of classroom discussion.”
—JOURNAL OF THE HISTORY OF MEDICINE

SLOW MEDICINE
The Way to Healings
by VICTORIA SWEET

Physician Victoria Sweet relates unforgettable stories of the teachers, doctors, nurses, and patients through whom she discovered the practice of Slow Medicine, in which she has been both pioneer and inspiration. Medicine, she helps us to see, is a craft and an art as well as a science.

“Anybody considering medical school, or already toiling there, has to read this book. Everyone else should too…. [Sweet’s] memoir of growing slowly into her calling is about learning not just to save lives but to make a life.”
—THE ATLANTIC
SUPER GENES
Unlock the Astonishing Power of Your DNA for Optimum Health and Well-Being
by DEEPAK CHOPRA, M.D. and RUDOLPH E. TANZI, Ph.D.

“In Super Genes, Drs. Deepak Chopra and Rudolph Tanzi illustrate the interplay of nature and nurture using cutting edge genetic science and argue persuasively that adapting one's lifestyle can maximize the potential to transcend the inherited susceptibilities handed down to us from our parents.”

—JAMES GUSELLA, PH.D., DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR HUMAN GENETIC RESEARCH HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL

Harmony • Paperback • 978-0-8041-4015-7 • 336 pages
$17.00/$23.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-0-8041-4014-0

For more titles by Deepak Chopra, M.D., visit PenguinRandomHouseEducation.com

THE BODY IN THE LIBRARY
A Literary Anthology of Modern Medicine
Edited by IAIN BAMFORTH
Contributions by W. H. AUDEN, PETER BAMM, SAMUEL BECKETT, AND GOTTFRIED BENN

Ranging from Charles Dickens to Oliver Sacks, Anton Chekhov to Raymond Queneau, Fanny Burney to Virginia Woolf, Miguel Torga to Guido Ceronetti, The Body in the Library is an anthology of poems, stories, journal entries, Socratic dialogue, table-talk, clinical vignettes, aphorisms, and excerpts written by doctor-writers. With an acerbic introduction and witty contextual preface to each account, it will educate both patients and doctors curious to know more about the historical dimensions of medical practice.

“A superb reminder that the creativity of physicians flows beautifully beyond the consulting room or laboratory.”

—JOHN CARMDY, NATURE

Verso • Paperback • 978-1-78168-628-7 • 448 pages
$39.95/$47.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $20.00
e-Book: 978-1-78168-628-7

A SHORT HISTORY OF MEDICINE
by F. GONZÁLEZ-CRUSSI

A Short History of Medicine offers an exceptional introduction to the major and many minor facets of its subject. F. González-Crussi presents a brief yet authoritative five-hundred-year history of the science, the philosophy, and the controversies of modern medicine. While this illuminating work mainly explores Western medicine over the past five centuries, González-Crussi also describes how modern medicine’s roots extend to both Greco-Roman antiquity and Eastern medical traditions.

“[González-Crussi fuses] science, literature, and personal history into highly civilized artifacts.”

—THE WASHINGTON POST, ON THERE IS A WORLD ELSEWHERE

Modern Library • Paperback • 978-0-8129-7553-6 • 272 pages
$14.00/$16.50 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-1-58836-821-8
MARKETPLACE OF THE MARVELOUS
The Strange Origins of Modern Medicine
by ERIKA JANIK

An entertaining introduction to the quacks, snake-oil salesmen, and charlatans whose oftentimes genuine wish to heal helped shape and influence modern medicine.

"An engaging romp through more than a century of irregular medicine. . . . Erika Janik explores these medical byways with both skepticism and respect, showing how their often-derided practitioners were pioneers (at times unwittingly) in the exploration of placebo effects, psychotherapy, the importance of exercise, disease prevention, and patient engagement in their own care—elements that have been gradually absorbed into mainstream medical practice."

—DAVID HELLESTEIN, M.D., PROFESSOR OF PSYCHIATRY, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER, AND AUTHOR OF HEAL YOUR BRAIN

Beacon Press • Paperback • 978-0-8070-6111-4 • 352 pages
$20.00/$23.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $10.00
e-Book: 978-0-8070-2209-2

MIRACLE CURE
The Creation of Antibiotics and the Birth of Modern Medicine
by WILLIAM ROSEN

A narrative of enormous range, combining science, technology, politics, and economics to illustrate the discovery and development of antibiotics, one of the most dramatic changes in humanity’s relationship with nature since the invention of agriculture ten thousand years ago.

“This definitive history of antibiotics is a must-read for anyone interested in modern medicine."

—KARL DRULICA, PUBLIC HEALTH RESEARCH INSTITUTE, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY

Penguin • Paperback • 978-0-14-311053-8 • 368 pages
$18.00/$24.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-0-698-18410-7

HE WANTED THE MOON
The Madness and Medical Genius of Dr. Perry Baird, and His Daughter’s Quest to Know Him
by MIMI BAIRD with EVE CLAXTON

A mid-century doctor’s account of his own descent into madness, and his daughter’s attempt to piece his life back together and make sense of her own.

“This is a truly important book—a devastatingly honest account of mental illness that provides personal insight into long-ranging travesties of psychiatric care in the U.S. Unforgettable."

—SUZANNAH CAHALAN, AUTHOR OF BRAIN ON FIRE

Broadway Books • Paperback • 978-0-8041-3749-2 • 288 pages
$16.00/$21.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-0-8041-3748-5
THE AUTISM PUZZLE
Connecting the Dots Between Environmental Toxins and Rising Autism Rates
by BRITA BELLi
Foreword by CAROLINE COX
The Autism Puzzle is the first book to move beyond the distractions of the vaccine debate to address compelling new evidence that autism may be the result of the pairing of environmental exposures with genetic susceptibilities that together impact the brain development of children.
“The Autism Puzzle unlocks many alarming truths about this worldwide epidemic and raises the deeper question: What are you going to do about it?”
—DR. BOB SEARS, AUTHOR OF THE AUTISM BOOK
Seven Stories Press • Paperback • 978-1-609-80460-2 • 208 pages
$13.95/$13.95 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-1-60980-392-6

FREEING YOUR CHILD FROM ANXIETY
Revised and Updated Edition
Practical Strategies to Overcome Fears, Worries, and Phobias and Be Prepared for Life—from Toddlers to Teens
by TAMAR E. CHANSKY, PH.D.
In the revised and updated edition of Freeing Your Child from Anxiety, childhood anxiety expert Dr. Tamar Chansky guides parents through a proven program to help children build emotional resilience for a happier and healthier life.
“An excellent book, one of the best of its kind... This book has the potential for helping thousands and thousands of children, their parents, and their families.”
—JUDITH S. BECK, PH.D., PRESIDENT, BECK INSTITUTE FOR COGNITIVE THERAPY AND RESEARCH, CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY IN PSYCHIATRY, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
Harmony • Paperback • 978-0-8041-3980-9 • 480 pages
$16.99/$19.99 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-0-8041-3981-6

UNTANGLED
Guiding Teenage Girls Through the Seven Transitions into Adulthood
by LISA DAMOUR, PhD.
In this effective guide for parents and educators of teenage girls, Dr. Lisa Damour, director of Laurel School’s Center for Research on Girls and an expert in child development, draws on decades of experience to reveal the seven distinct—and absolutely normal—developmental transitions that turn girls into grown-ups. The book also provides realistic scenarios and welcome advice on how to engage girls in smart, constructive ways.
“In exceptionally clear prose, Lisa Damour skillfully blends research analysis, psychological insight, and stories of girls and their families into a compelling narrative that offers unstintingly practical advice to parents about how to talk with their daughters about what matters most and in ways that they are likely to be heard.”
—KIMBERLYN LEARY, PH.D., ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL, CHIEF PSYCHOLOGIST, CAMBRIDGE HEALTH ALLIANCE, ROBERT WOOD JOHNSON HEALTH POLICY FELLOW
Ballantine Books • Paperback • 978-0-553-39307-1 • 368 pages
$16.00/$22.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-0-553-39306-4
Teacher’s Guide Available
Neurology & Psychology

HOW PSYCHOLOGY WORKS
The Facts Visually Explained
by DK PUBLISHING

Using straightforward definitions and clear, striking visuals, this book makes the workings of the brain easy to understand and shows what happens when things go wrong, with information on disorders such as anxiety and paranoia, as well as explanations of the different therapies that are used to treat them. With its combination of bold infographics and clear, easy-to-understand text, this book shows how psychology plays a huge role in all of our lives and offers a greater understanding of what influences behavior, thoughts, and feelings.

DK Publishing • Hardcover • 978-1-4654-6861-1 • 256 pages
$20.00/$26.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $10.00

THE PSYCHOLOGY BOOK
by DK PUBLISHING

As part of DK’s award-winning Big Ideas Simply Explained series, The Psychology Book uses accessible text, graphics, and illustrations to explain more than 100 complex theoretical and experimental groundbreaking ideas in the field. From its philosophical roots through to behaviorism, psychotherapy, and developmental psychology, this reference covers everything from Pavlov and Skinner to Freud and Jung.

“The title gets it right: these are indeed big ideas (and also plenty of small ones), and the explanations are simplified and presented in a number of ways.”
—PSYCHCENTRAL.COM

“The visual layout promotes browsing with illustrations, pull quotes, and simple mind maps to explain concepts quickly.”
—LIBRARY JOURNAL

DK Publishing • Paperback • 978-1-4654-5856-8 • 352 pages
$17.95/$22.95 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00

IN A DIFFERENT KEY
The Story of Autism
by JOHN DONVAN and CAREN ZUCKER

The story of the discovery of autism, and the first child diagnosed with the disorder, as well as a history of the last eighty years of progress in understanding what autism is. In a Different Key goes on a journey from an era when children were condemned to institutions to one in which a cadre of people with autism push for a new understanding of autism: as a difference rather than a disability.

“Autism is a shape changer that has continuously resisted being pinned down. This meticulously researched book leads us deeply into the history of autism and brings to life the colorful personalities and conflicting ideas that deepen the fascination of autism.”
—UTA FRITH, EMERITUS PROFESSOR OF COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT AT UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON

Broadway Books • Paperback • 978-0-307-98570-5 • 688 pages
$18.00/$24.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-0-307-98568-2

Selected for the Washington Post’s Notable Nonfiction List, 2016
A New York Times Bestseller
A New York Times Editors’ Choice

For additional books, visit PenguinRandomHouseEducation.com
THE AUTISM REVOLUTION
Whole-Body Strategies for Making Life All It Can Be
by MARTHA HERBERT, M.D., Ph.D.
with KAREN WEINTRAUB

AFTER years of treating patients and analyzing scientific data, Harvard Medical School researcher and clinician Dr. Martha Herbert offers a revolutionary new view of autism and a transformative strategy for dealing with it.

“A convincing case is made that autism is a disorder of both the brain and the body, and that there are many features of the environment—from the foods we eat to the pollutants that we breathe—that may play a role. This book will provide a blueprint for the future research agenda on this fascinating condition.”

—RICHARD J. DAVIDSON, WILLIAM JAMES AND VILAS PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY AND PSYCHIATRY, AND FOUNDER AND CHAIR, CENTER FOR INVESTIGATING HEALTHY MINDS, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON

Ballantine Books • Paperback • 978-0-345-52720-2 • 320 pages
$17.00/$23.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-0-345-52721-9

THE SLEEP REVOLUTION
Transforming Your Life, One Night at a Time
by ARIANNA HUFFINGTON

IN today’s fast-paced, always-connected, perpetually harried and sleep-deprived world, our need for a good night’s sleep is more important—and elusive—than ever. The Sleep Revolution both sounds the alarm on our worldwide sleep crisis and provides a detailed road map to the great sleep awakening that can help transform our lives, our communities, and our world.

“A lucid, compelling, and rational narrative on the importance of sleep to our mental, emotional and physical health. In The Sleep Revolution, Arianna Huffington exposes the dangers of our modern-day attitude towards sleep…”

—PATRICK FULLER, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF NEUROLOGY, HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL AND DEACONESS MEDICAL CENTER

Harmony • Paperback • 978-1-101-90402-2 • 416 pages
$16.00/$22.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-1-101-90401-5

A COURT OF REFUGE
Stories from the Bench of America’s First Mental Health Court
by GINGER LERNER-WREN and REBECCA A. ECKLAND

IN A Court of Refuge, Judge Ginger Lerner-Wren tells the story of how the first dedicated mental health court in the United States grew from an offshoot of her criminal division, held during lunch hour without the aid of any federal funding, to a revolutionary institution. To date, the court has successfully diverted more than 20,000 people suffering from various psychiatric conditions from jail and into treatment facilities and other community resources. Today, there are hundreds of such courts in the U.S.

“Judge Lerner-Wren and her mental health court have made invaluable contributions to how we handle people who commit crimes as a result of mental illness. Read her book!”

—ELYN R. SAKS, AUTHOR OF THE CENTER CANNOT HOLD

Beacon Press • Hardcover • 978-0-8070-8699-5 • 208 pages
$26.95/$35.95 Can. • Exam Copy: $13.50
e-Book: 978-0-8070-8699-5
Neurology & Psychology

**ON EDGE**
A Journey Through Anxiety
by ANDREA PETERSEN

Andrea Petersen was first diagnosed with an anxiety disorder at the age of twenty, but she later realized that she had been experiencing panic attacks since childhood. Having a name for her condition was an enormous relief, it was only the beginning of a journey to understand and master it—one that took her from psychiatrists’ offices to yoga retreats to the Appalachian Trail.

"On Edge is a remarkable achievement. . . . A compelling and unforgettable read."
— JORDAN SMOLLER, PROFESSOR OF PSYCHIATRY, HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL; AUTHOR OF THE OTHER SIDE OF NORMAL

Broadway • Paperback • 978-0-553-41859-0 • 320 pages
$16.00/$22.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-0-553-41858-3

**JANUARY FIRST**
A Child’s Descent into Madness and Her Father’s Struggle to Save Her
by MICHAEL SCHOFIELD

At age six, January (“Jani”) Schofield was diagnosed with one of the most severe cases of child-onset schizophrenia on record. January First is a father’s memoir of the daily challenges and unwavering commitment to save his daughter from the edge of insanity and keep his family together.

"An unflinching portrait of the scourge of mental illness."
—Kirku S review S

Broadway Books • Paperback • 978-0-307-71909-6 • 320 pages
$15.00/$17.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-0-307-71910-2

**BEFORE I FORGET**
Love, Hope, Help, and Acceptance in Our Fight Against Alzheimer’s
by B. SMITH and DAN GASBY with MICHAEL SHNAYERSON
Foreword by RUDOLPH E. TANZI, Ph.D.

Working with her husband and Vanity Fair editor Michael Shnayerson, restaurateur B. Smith shares her story about living and struggling at age 64 with Alzheimer’s Disease.

"I recommend this to everyone because all of us have or will be touched by this disease. Before I Forget is destined to be a landmark in the conquest of Alzheimer’s."
—NEIL KERWIN, PH.D., PRESIDENT, AMERICAN UNIVERSITY, AND PROFESSOR OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND POLICY

Harmony • Paperback • 978-0-553-44715-6 • 336 pages
$16.00/$22.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-0-553-44713-2

**MY DEPRESSION**
A Picture Book
by ELIZABETH SWADOS

This intimate journey through long-term depression is a memoir of an illness that has been stigmatized for too long that shows how it is possible to survive, one little challenge at a time.

“Swados, a musician and theater director, relates her battle against her demons with such candor and simplicity, and with such winsome illustrations, that it’s empowering.”
—READER’S DIGEST

Seven Stories Press • Paperback • 978-1-609-80604-0 • 176 pages
$16.95/$16.95 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-1-60980-550-0

For additional books, visit PenguinRandomHouseEducation.com
THE BODY KEEPS THE SCORE
Brain, Mind, and Body in the Healing of Trauma
by BESSEL VAN DER KOLK, M.D.

Trauma expert Bessel van der Kolk shows how areas of the brain that have been rewired as a result of traumatic stress can be restored through innovative therapeutic treatments like neurofeedback and mindfulness.

“Dr. van der Kolk’s masterpiece combines the boundless curiosity of the scientist, the erudition of the scholar, and the passion of the truth teller.” —Judith Herman, Harvard Medical School, author of Trauma and Recovery

Penguin • Paperback • 978-0-143-12774-1 • 464 pages
$18.00/$24.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-1-101-60830-2

WHERE THE LIGHT GETS IN
Losing My Mother Only to Find Her Again
by KIMBERLY WILLIAMS-PAISLEY
Foreword by MICHAEL J. FOX

Actress Kimberly Williams-Paisley shares the full story of her mother’s illness—called primary progressive aphasia—from her early-onset diagnosis at the age of 62 through the present day. Williams-Paisley draws a candid picture of the ways her family reacted for better and worse, and how she, her father and two siblings educated themselves, tried to let go of shame and secrecy, made mistakes, and found unexpected humor and grace in the midst of suffering.

“Heartbreaking but never sentimental. Williams-Paisley’s book offers an intimate look at a family’s struggle with a life-altering disease. It is also a daughter’s tribute to the mother whose disease offered her a new opportunity to ‘love unconditionally . . . and practice being comfortable with . . . [the] uncomfortable.’ A simply told, moving memoir.” —KIRKUS REVIEWS

Three Rivers Press • Paperback • 978-1-101-90297-4 • 288 pages
$16.00/$22.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-1-101-90296-7

VITAMANIA
How Vitamins Revolutionized the Way We Think About Food
by CATHERINE PRICE

“[An] absorbing and meticulously researched history of the beginnings and causes of our obsession with vitamins and nutrition.” —The New York Times

“The surprisingly fascinating story of vitamins—their discovery, their functions in our bodies, and how they’ve been co-opted by an industry that has fostered a cultural infatuation with what we include, or fail to include, in our diets…. Measured, funny, and fascinating.” —Scientific American

Penguin • Paperback • 978-0-143-10815-3 • 336 pages
$18.00/$24.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-0-698-19221-8
THE C LIST
Chemotherapy, Clinics and Cupcakes: How I Survived Colon Cancer
by RACHEL BOWN
Rachel Brown, a single mother of two, who was diagnosed with advanced colon cancer at the age of 45, shares her experiences and the lists she made to help gain some control over what quickly became an unpredictable life. Both humorous and poignant, Brown vividly describes her battle with cancer.

“The C List offers something for everyone affected by cancer, whether they are fighting the disease themselves or are caring for someone who is. The book’s USP is that much of what Rachel wants you to know is presented in easy-to-follow lists, even if some of the lists themselves are plain bonkers!”

—MATHEW WRIGHT, AUTHOR OF THE WRIGHT STUFF

Watkins Publishing • Paperback • 978-1-780-28764-5 • 242 pages
$16.95/$17.95 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-1-78028-776-8

RELATIVELY INDOLENT BUT RELENTLESS
A Cancer Treatment Journal
by MATT FREEDMAN
From October 3 to November 28, 2012, noted artist Matt Freedman underwent radiation and chemotherapy at Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston, for treatment of a rare cancer. This is the journal he kept, in comics and words, of his 35-day course of treatment.

“Harrowing, hilarious, humbling, triumphant.”

—LAWRENCE WECHLER, AUTHOR OF MR. WILSON’S CABINET OF WONDER

Seven Stories Press • Hardcover • 978-1-609-80516-6 • 240 pages
$23.95/$23.95 Can. • Exam Copy: $12.00
e-Book: 978-1-60980-517-3

ZOObIQUITY
The Astonishing Connection Between Human and Animal Health
by BARBARA NATTERSON-HOROWITZ, M.D. and KATHRYN BOWERS
A Discover Magazine Best Book of Year and Finalist for AAAS/Subaru SB&F Prize for Excellence in Science Books

Zoobiquity presents a revelatory understanding of what animals can teach us about the human body and mind, exploring how animal and human commonality can be used to diagnose, treat, and heal patients of all species.

"[Zoobiquity] will change medicine more than any new machine or drug."

—RANDOLPH NISSER, M.D., PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN AND AUTHOR OF WHY WE GET SICK

Vintage • Paperback • 978-0-307-47743-9 • 416 pages
$16.95/$22.95 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-0-307-95838-9
MEDICAL SYMPTOMS: A VISUAL GUIDE
The Easy Way to Identify Medical Problem
by DK PUBLISHING

Fully illustrated throughout, Medical Symptoms: A Visual Guide is an invaluable reference that helps students match symptoms and health problems to possible conditions, and quickly directs them to the correct treatment. At the back of the book, a cross-reference has easy-to-follow descriptions of the conditions. Potentially life-threatening situations and ailments that need urgent medical advice are clearly flagged.

DK Publishing • Paperback • 978-1-4654-5914-5 • 256 pages
$19.95/$25.95 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-1-4654-7530-5

RUN, DON’T WALK
The Curious and Courageous Life Inside Walter Reed Army Medical Center
by ADELE LEVINE, P.T.

In her six years at Walter Reed Army Medical Center, a leading clinic for amputee patients, physical therapist Adele Levine rehabilitated American soldiers who had been injured while fighting in Afghanistan and Iraq. This sharply observant memoir offers a glimpse into Levine’s world of physical therapy and combat recovery.

“Should be required reading for any student or caregiver involved in post-war rehabilitation or even healthcare in general.”
—New York Journal of Books

“A bittersweet chronicle about caretaking for the nonlethal casualties of war … a moving volume suffused with pain, hope and bravery.”
—Kirkus Reviews

Avery Paperback • Paperback • 978-1-583-33555-0 • 288 pages
$16.00/$18.00 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-1-58333-555-0

PROPER DOCTORING
A Book for Patients and Their Doctors
by DAVID MENDEL
Introduction by JEROME GROOPMAN

David Mendel discusses matters ranging from the most basic—how doctors should dress and how they should speak to patients—to the taking of medical histories, the etiquette of examinations, and the difficulties of diagnosis, and even how the doctor can best serve patients who suffer from prolonged illness or face death.

“Proper Doctoring is a gem for physicians, future physicians, and clinicians of all types. Written in small paragraphs, it presents advice to practitioners, much like the old fashioned homily, and contains many brief examples and aphorisms.”
—American Psychological Association

NYRB Classics • Paperback • 978-1-590-17621-4 • 264 pages
$16.95/$19.95 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-1-59017-643-6

To order examination copies online, go to tiny.cc/PRHDeskandExam
WHAT DOCTORS FEEL
How Emotions Affect the Practice of Medicine
by DANIELLE OFRI, M.D.

Dr. Danielle Ofri examines the range of emotions—shame, anger, empathy, frustration, hope, pride, occasionally despair, and sometimes even love—that permeate the contemporary doctor-patient connection. Drawing on scientific studies, Dr. Ofri offers a look at the impact of emotions on health care.

“With grace, courage, humility, and compassion, Bellevue Hospital physician Ofri gives voice and color to the heartbreak, stress, and joy that attends medical practice.”
—LIBRARY JOURNAL

WHAT PATIENTS SAY, WHAT DOCTORS HEAR
by DANIELLE OFRI, M.D.

What patients say and what doctors hear are often two vastly different things. Though the gulf between the two is often wide, Dr. Danielle Ofri proves that it doesn’t have to be. Through the powerfully resonant human stories that Dr. Ofri’s writing is renowned for, she explores the high-stakes world of doctor-patient communication that must be navigated by everyone. Reporting on the latest research studies and interviewing scholars, doctors, and patients, Dr. Ofri reveals how better communication can lead to better health for all of us.

MY STROKE OF INSIGHT
A Brain Scientist’s Personal Journey
by JILL BOLTE TAYLOR, Ph.D.

Jill Bolte Taylor chronicles her own eight-year recovery from a stroke and provides a valuable recovery guide for those touched by brain injury and an inspiring testimony that inner peace is accessible to anyone.

“A transformative . . . [Taylor’s] experience . . . will shatter [your] own perception of the world.” —ABC NEWS

Resources & Test Prep Guides

A HEADACHE IN THE PELVIS
by David Wise, Ph.D. and Rodney Anderson, M.D.

This groundbreaking book describes the Wise-Anderson Protocol for muscle-related pelvic pain in men and women, a new and revolutionary treatment developed at Stanford University. The sixth edition adds new research describing the relationship of painful trigger points that refer and re-create specific symptoms of pelvic pain, new research done at Stanford on the relationship between early morning anxiety and those with pelvic pain, and firsthand stories from women who have undergone the protocol, along with other new sections.

Harmony • Paperback • 978-1-5247-6204-9 • 400 pages
$21.99/$28.99 Can. • Exam Copy: $11.00
e-Book: 978-1-5247-6205-6
MED SCHOOL UNCENSORED
The Insider’s Guide to Surviving Admissions, Exams, Residency, and Sleepless Nights in the Call Room
by Richard Beddingfield, M.D.
Dr. Richard Beddingfield serves as an unofficial older brother for pre-med and incoming med students—dishing on all the stuff he would’ve wanted to know from the beginning to make the most of med school’s opportunities, while staying sane through its gauntlets. With advice from Ivy League med school grads and top-tier hospital residents, this guide is a must-have for everyone who dreams of becoming a doctor.
Ten Speed Press • Paperback • 978-0-3995-7970-7 • 288 pages
$18.99/$24.99 Can. • Exam Copy: $3.00
e-Book: 978-0-399-57971-4

ANATOMY COLORING WORKBOOK
4th Edition
by THE PRINCETON REVIEW
The Anatomy Coloring Workbook, 4th Edition helps students take an interactive approach to learning anatomy through coloring. Not only can this take less time than memorizing from textbooks and flashcards, but the process thoroughly fixes anatomical concepts in your mind for easier visual recall later. The Anatomy Coloring Workbook includes:
• 126 coloring plates, each with one or more easy-to-follow diagrams showing sharp, precise renderings of anatomical structures • Full-length explanations of the pictured structures and anatomical concepts to accompany each coloring lesson • An introductory section on terminology to get you started and coloring suggestions to assist you • A glossary of common anatomical terms for quick reference
The Princeton Review • Paperback • 978-0-451-48787-2 • 336 pages
$22.99/$29.99 Can. • Exam Copy: $11.50

BIOLOGY COLORING WORKBOOK
2nd Edition
by THE PRINCETON REVIEW and EDWARD ALCAMO
Learning interactively through coloring fixes biological concepts in the mind and promotes quick recall on exams. It’s a more efficient way to learn than rote memorization from textbooks or lecture notes.
• 156 detailed coloring plates with clear and precise artwork
• Comprehensive, thorough explanations of each of the depicted topics • New sections with memorization techniques, helpful charts, and quick reference guides
The Princeton Review • Paperback • 978-0-451-48778-0 • 384 pages

THE HUMAN BODY COLORING BOOK
The Ultimate Anatomy Study Guide
by DK PUBLISHING
The Human Body Coloring Book takes an interactive and innovative approach to human anatomy that will help students learn, understand, and revisit the subject with ease. Drawing on a library of state-of-the-art specialist anatomical illustrations, this coloring book includes comprehensive coverage of the human body from cell to system.
DK Publishing • Paperback • 978-0-7566-8234-7 • 256 pages
$21.95/$28.95 Can. • Exam Copy: $11.00

To order examination copies online, go to tiny.cc/PRHDeskandExam
SPANISH ON THE JOB
FOR HEALTHCARE WORKERS

An essential tool for anyone who works with Spanish-speaking clients in hospitals, clinics, or other healthcare-related areas. With this course, you will cover the phrases you'll need for the most common situations.

Spanish on the Job for Healthcare Workers is offered as a 3-month course, 6-month course, or 1-year course.

Visit LivingLanguage.com/on-the-job for more information.
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